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“Thread Wright” Calibration Tool
The “Thread Wright” is a tool used
to calibrate the correct thread depth
on any pipe threading machine with
an adjustable die head. The traditional trial and error method: threading a
pipe, checking the depth by threading on a fitting to get approximately
three turns, and if the threads are
too shallow or too deep you have to
adjust the depth and repeat the pro-

get the correct thread depth for approximately three turns on the fitting
every time.
Any company that threads pipe
can increase their bottom line by
using the “Thread Wright”. A small fabrication shop tracked how much time
their employee’s spent calibrating
dies. They spent approximately $4500
per year per man calibrating dies, or

Benefits using the “Thread Wright”

■■ Reduces the time spent calibrating dies
■■ Saves money and increases productivity
■■ More consistent thread depth
cess sometimes taking five to fifteen
minutes to get them set correctly. The
“Thread Wright” cuts the time down
to seconds. You simply place the
“Thread Wright” between the dies and
adjust the dies down till they touch
the surface of the “Thread Wright”,
lock down the adjustment lever, push
the release lever and remove the
“Thread Wright”. Now you are ready
to thread a piece of pipe and you will

There is also the added benefit of
the consistency of the thread depth
which will reduce the chance of leaks
in the field. To go back to a job and fix
a leak costs a minimum of $500.00
in time and lost productivity, not
including any equipment such as lifts
needed to reach the leak or damage
to finished surfaces.
The “Thread Wright” is a must
have tool for any company that
threads pipe. It will save money and
time and increase the quality and
consistency of the thread depth.

$2.16 per hour based on a 40 hour
week. If that employee makes $15.00
per hour, then he would spend 8.64
minutes of every hour adjusting dies.
Reduce that time to one minute, or
$.25 per hour or $520.00 per year. By
using the “Thread Wright” this fabrication shop could save almost $4000
per year, per man plus the added 7.64
minutes per hour or 264 hours per
year of productivity.
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Disclaimer: All benefits are dependent on
the threading machine and die head being
in good working condition.
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